
 Available in 6 global shades based on undertone,  
 we have the perfect kit for every complexion. 

 Each palette includes 4 perfectly coordinated  
 cream shades to highlight, contour and   
 illuminate every complexion. 

 The creamy texture allows for seamless blending  
 and a professional finish that looks and feels like  
 real skin. 

 For best results use the Contour Brush designed  
 to help you achieve the most professional  
 contouring results.

WHAT THE  
PROS KNOW
PERFECT SHADES + PERFECT 

TEXTURE = THE PERFECTLY 
CONTOURED COMPLEXION.

1. Forehead, Center of the Nose, Chin
 To brighten the center of the face, apply the highlight  
 shade in the middle of the forehead, down the center of  
 the nose and center of the chin.

 Cupid’s Bow
 To create fuller looking lips apply the highlight shade in  
  the cupid’s bow.

 Under Eyes
 To brighten, create a “V of Light” by placing the   
 highlight shade in a triangle from the inner corner to  
 outer corner of the eye down to the cheek.

 

2. High Points
 To reflect light and for added glow, place the illuminating  
 highlight shade under the arch of the brow, in the inner  
 corner of each eye and on top of cheekbones. 

HIGHLIGHT
PLACE • BLEND • SET

3. Sides of the Nose
 To slim and give definition to the nose apply the contour  
 shade down both sides.

 Under the Cheekbones
 To sculpt and define the cheeks place the  contour shade  
 directly under the cheekbones.

 Jawline
 For a slimming effect apply the contour shade under  
 the jawline. 

4. Pro Tip
 Use the deeper contour shade for a more dramatic effect.

CONTOUR
PLACE • BLEND • SET

PRO APPLICATION TIP:

Use the smaller end of the Contour Brush to 
place your highlight and contour shades. Then 
flip, using the fuller end of the Contour Brush 
to gently blend all areas. Finish with a setting 
powder for all day wear.


